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Self Initiated 1
Part 1

Words & 
Meaning
- explore the complex 
nature of the English 
language
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Brief Summary

UNIT 10 | Self Initiated Brief 1 

language: the method of human communication, either spoken or written, 
consisting of the use of words in a structured and conventional way. 
meaning: what is meant (...indicated, conveyed, referred to, signi� ed...) by a 
word, text, concept or action

Outline: In linguistics, meaning is what is expressed by the writer (or speaker), and what 
is conveyed to the reader (or listener). Meaning is inferred from objects or concepts 
expressed by words, phrases or sentences in semantics. Meaning is inferred from the cur-
rent context as intended by the writer or speaker in pragmatics. 

Ambiguity in meaning may cause confusion in what is conveyed, and lead to di� erent 
interpretations of the current context.

Brief: Explore the idea of playing with words and text. Design a piece/a set 
of pieces that comment on the relationship between the written, the visual 
and the understanding - between the reality, the word represention and its 
meaning.

Look � rst at the ambiguity and the confusing nature of language and 
words -  the ambiguity and confusing nature of language and word - how 
one word can mean so many di� erent things and changes so easily by 
adding/subtracting letter/words and/or changing its context. What are the 
interesting e� ects this can lead to? Play around the poetic layouts, break 
up words, make new ones, � nd words inside words, patterns and rythms.

Process: Start by taking one simple word/object and get to the bottom of 
it, � nd it various meaning and de� nitions, break it down and build it back 
up, show the complexity and various meanings that can be taken from one 
word in the English language.

� e format of the piece will play a huge part in communicating the mes-
sage clearly or as poetically as intended, play with all the possibilites - size, 
font, layout, paper choice etc. Explore image as well as words if possible.

Outcome: A polished piece in the format of your choice but probably 
print based and highly typographic in content and detail - aim for a fully 
laidout and completed object that is of high quality and up to pro� essional 
standard.

Schedule
Brie� ng  Wed 19th Jan | 1pm | Design Studio 2
Interim crit � ursday 27th Jan | 10.30-4.30 | Design Studio 1
Final crit � ursday 3rd Feb | 11 - 4.30 | Design Studio 1

Brief set by Isabel Eeles

Words & Meaning

Nude magazine is the UK’s foremost (and only) publication dedicated 
to all things counter-cultural. From its roots as a self-published zine 
funded, written, edited and designed by its two dedicated founders 
(Suzie Prince and Ian Lowey), it is now an internationally circulated and 
eagerly-awaited alternative window on the world. Having taken time out 
as a webzine over the past year or so in order to combat the recession, 
it is now thankfully back in print. Nude has often featured both visual 
and written work of CSM students and staff, and has now invited BA 
Graphic Design to create an ‘insert’ - or a magazine-within-a-magazine 
- to be conceived, written, illustrated and art-directed by Design & 
Interaction, for publication in the summer of 2011.

Stages:
The timespan of the brief will serve as the initial planning for the actual 
project. A designer from Nude and myself will brief you initially, and will 
also attend the interim and final crits. A small group of students will 
then be selected from the group as the publishing team who will work 
on the actual CSM issue. This is a unique opportunity to be involved 
in a dynamic live project. Those of you who are considering signing up 
MUST be genuinely interested in print, experimental magazine/editorial 
design, and of course, alternative culture. You must also be prepared to 
work as a team with the Nude staff in a professional manner.
 
The text:
The text you will work with for this mini-mag will be an article by writer, 
CSM tutor and Nude contributor, Ken Hollings. It is a review of the 
soundtrack of the classic underground 1960s film, ‘Primitive London’ 
which has just been re-issued. It appears in the January edition of ‘The 
Wire’ magazine, and the text will be provided for you in digital format. 

Essential research:
http://www.nudemagazine.co.uk/
http://www.thewire.co.uk/
http://filmstore.bfi.org.uk/acatalog/info_12801.html

Now go and subscribe to Nude...

Nudism 26 January 2011

UNIT 10 | Brief no.3 | Learning outcomes (see course handbook): 29, 30, 31 BA [HONS] GRAPHIC DESIGN

DESIGN & INTERACTION 3

Schedule
Briefing
Interim crit
Final crit

03/02/11 | 10.30 | Design Studio 1
10/02/11 | 2.00 | Design Studio 1
17/02/11 | 10.30 | Design Studio 1

Design a single article mini-mag ‘insert’ for Nude magazine

Brief set by Val Palmer

19th January 2011

WORLD PAY | ROWDY PAL | WARY PLOD | WORD PLAY

Suggested Reading:

Explore the confusing nature of language, in 
particular the ambiguity of words  - how 
one word can mean many things.

Develop a piece of design that demon-
strates and plays with these ideas.

Start by taking one word/object - get to the 
bottom of it, understand it, break it down 
and build it back up.

Consider poetic layouts, make new words, 
find words inside other words etc...
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Evolving English Exhibition

Went to the Evolving English exhibition at the 
British Library which was on when I was just 
beginning this self Initiated project. 

It was a very informative and interesting 
experience. I almost felt that everything I 
wanted to explore had already been done and 
some years ago!

It was highly informative and educational 
while feeling fun and playful, covering eve-
rything from the birth of the written word of 
English to current day circumstances and 
examples. 

Above: Catherine Sinclair’s Picture Letters, 
1863, combines images and text together in a 
fun and playful way.

Top Right: E E Cummings, Concrete Poetry

Right: Poem by Lewis Carroll where the words 
take the the shape of a tail.
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Ambiguity

Light |  
Noun
    * (physics) electromagnetic radiation that can produce a visual sensation
      Synonyms: visible light, visible radiation
      hypernym: actinic radiation, actinic ray - electromagnetic radiation that 

can produce photochemical reactions
      hyponym:
          o beam, beam of light, irradiation, light beam, ray, ray of light, shaft, 

shaft of light - a column of light (as from a beacon)
          o candle flame, candlelight - the light provided by a burning candle
          o corona - one or more circles of light seen around a luminous object
          o counterglow, gegenschein - a faint spot of light in the night sky that 

appears directly opposite the position of the sun; a reflection of 
sunlight by micrometeoric material in space

          o daylight - light during the daytime
          o firelight - the light of a fire (especially in a fireplace)
          o fluorescence - light emitted during absorption of radiation of some 

other (invisible) wavelength
          o friar’s lantern, ignis fatuus, jack-o’-lantern, will-o’-the-wisp - a pale 

light sometimes seen at night over marshy ground
          o gaslight - light yielded by the combustion of illuminating gas
          o glow, glowing, radiance - the amount of electromagnetic radiation 

leaving or arriving at a point on a surface
          o glow - a steady even light without flames
          o glow, incandescence - the phenomenon of light emission by a body 

as its temperature is raised
          o half-light - a greyish light (as at dawn or dusk or in dim interiors)
          o lamplight - light from a lamp
          o luminescence - light not due to incandescence; occurs at low 

temperatures
          o meteor, shooting star - a streak of light in the sky at night that results 

when a meteoroid hits the earth’s atmosphere and air friction 
causes the meteoroid to melt or vaporize or explode

          o moon, moonlight, moonshine - the light of the Moon
          o scintillation - (physics) a flash of light that is produced in a phosphor 

when it absorbs a photon or ionizing particle
          o starlight - the light of the stars
          o streamer - light that streams
          o sun, sunlight, sunshine - the rays of the sun
          o torchlight - light from a torch or torches
          o twilight - the diffused light from the sky when the sun is below the 

horizon but its rays are refracted by the atmosphere of the earth
      part meronym: electromagnetic spectrum - the entire frequency range of 

electromagnetic waves
      domain category: natural philosophy, physics - the science of matter and 

energy and their interactions
    * Any device serving as a source of illumination
      Synonyms: light source
      hyponym:
          o anchor light, riding lamp, riding light - a light in the rigging of a ship 

that is riding at anchor
          o blinker, flasher - a light that flashes on and off; used as a signal or to 

send messages
          o fairy light - a small colored light used for decoration (especially at 

Christmas)
          o flood, flood lamp, floodlight, photoflood - light that is a source of arti-

ficial illumination having a broad beam; used in photography
          o headlamp, headlight - a powerful light with reflector; attached to the 

front of an automobile or locomotive
          o houselights - lights that illuminate the audience’s part of a theater or 

other auditorium
          o jacklight - a light used as a lure in hunting or fishing at night
          o navigation light - light on an airplane that indicates the plane’s posi-

tion and orientation; red light on the left (port) wing tip and green 
light on the right (starboard) wing tip

          o night-light - light (as a candle or small bulb) that burns in a bedroom 
at night (as for children or invalids)

          o panel light - a light to illuminate an instrument panel
          o room light - light that provides general illumination for a room
          o running light, sidelight - light carried by a boat that indicates the 

boat’s direction; vessels at night carry a red light on the port bow 
and a green light on the starboard bow

          o sconce - a candle or flaming torch secured in a sconce
          o searchlight - a light source with reflectors that projects a beam of 

light in a particular direction
          o strip lighting - light consisting of long tubes (instead of bulbs) that 

provide the illumination
          o theater light - any of various lights used in a theater
          o torch - a light usually carried in the hand; consists of some flammable 

substance
      hypernym: source of illumination - any device serving as a source of visible 

electromagnetic radiation
    * A particular perspective or aspect of a situation
      hypernym: perspective, position, view - a way of regarding situations or 

topics etc.
    * The quality of being luminous
      Emitting or reflecting light
      Synonyms: brightness, brightness level, luminance, luminosity, luminous-

ness
      attribute:
          o bright - emitting or reflecting light readily or in large amounts
          o dull - emitting or reflecting very little light
      hyponym:
          o glow, luminescence - light from nonthermal sources
          o illuminance, illumination - the luminous flux incident on a unit area
          o incandescence - light from heat
      hypernym: physical property - any property used to characterize matter and 

energy and their interactions
    * An illuminated area
      hypernym: scene - the place where some action occurs
    * A condition of spiritual awareness
      Divine illumination
      Synonyms: illumination
      hypernym: condition, status - a state at a particular time
    * The visual effect of illumination on objects or scenes as created in pictures
      Synonyms: lightness
      hyponym:
          o aura, aureole, gloriole, glory, halo, nimbus - an indication of radiant 

light drawn around the head of a saint
          o brightness - the location of a visual perception along a continuum from 

black to white
          o highlight, highlighting - an area of lightness in a picture
          o sunniness - lightness created by sunlight
      attribute:
          o dark - devoid of or deficient in light or brightness; shadowed or black
          o light - characterized by or emitting light
      hypernym: visual property - an attribute of vision
    * A person regarded very fondly
      hypernym: friend - a person you know well and regard with affection and 

trust
    * Having abundant light or illumination
      Synonyms: lighting
      hypernym: illumination - the degree of visibility of your environment
    * Mental understanding as an enlightening experience
      hypernym: brainstorm, brainwave, insight - the clear (and often sudden) 

understanding of a complex situation
    * Merriment expressed by a brightness or gleam or animation of countenance
      Synonyms: spark, sparkle, twinkle
      hypernym:
          o aspect, expression, face, facial expression, look - the feelings expressed 

on a person’s face
          o verve, vitality - an energetic style
    * Public awareness
      hypernym: general knowledge, public knowledge - knowledge that is 

available to anyone
    * A divine presence believed by Quakers to enlighten and guide the soul
      Synonyms: christ within, inner light, light within
      hypernym: ethical motive, ethics, morality, morals - motivation based on 

ideas of right and wrong
    * A visual warning signal
      hyponym: stoplight, traffic light, traffic signal - a visual signal to control the 

flow of traffic at intersections
      hypernym: visual signal - a signal that involves visual communication
    * A device for lighting or igniting fuel or charges or fires
      Synonyms: igniter, ignitor, lighter
      hyponym:
          o cigar lighter, cigarette lighter, pocket lighter - a lighter for cigars or 

cigarettes
          o friction match, lucifer, match - lighter consisting of a thin piece of 

wood or cardboard tipped with combustible chemical; ignites with 
friction

          o fuse, fusee, fuze, fuzee, primer, priming - any igniter that is used to 
initiate the burning of a propellant

          o match - a burning piece of wood or cardboard
      hypernym: device - an instrumentality invented for a particular purpose

Verb
    * Make lighter or brighter
      Synonyms: illume, illuminate, illumine, light up
      hyponym:
          o floodlight - illuminate with floodlights
          o spotlight - illuminate with a spotlight, as in the theater
      hypernym: lighten, lighten up - become lighter
    * Begin to smoke
      Synonyms: fire up, light up
      hypernym: ignite, light - cause to start burning; subject to fire or great 

heat
      entail: smoke - inhale and exhale smoke from cigarettes, cigars, pipes
    * To come to rest, settle
      Synonyms: alight, perch
      hypernym: land, set down - reach or come to rest
    * Cause to start burning
      Subject to fire or great heat
      Synonyms: ignite
      cause: burn, combust - undergo combustion
      hypernym: burn, combust - cause to burn or combust
      hyponym:
          o conflagrate, enkindle, inflame, kindle - cause to start burning
          o fire up, light, light up - begin to smoke
          o flare up - ignite quickly and suddenly, especially after having died 

down
          o light up - ignite
          o reignite - ignite anew, as of something burning
    * Fall to somebody by assignment or lot
      Synonyms: fall
      verb group:
          o accrue, fall - come into the possession of
          o fall - to be given by assignment or distribution
      hypernym: devolve, fall, pass, return - be inherited by
    * Alight from (a horse)
      Synonyms: dismount, get down, get off, unhorse
      hypernym: come down, descend, fall, go down - move downward and 

lower, but not necessarily all the way
      domain category: horseback riding, riding - travel by being carried on 

horseback

Adjective
    * Of comparatively little physical weight or density
      similar:
          o airy - having little or no perceptible weight; so light as to resemble air
          o buoyant, floaty - tending to float on a liquid or rise in air or gas
          o lighter-than-air - relating to a balloon or other aircraft that flies 

because it weighs less than the air it displaces
          o lightweight - weighing relatively little compared with another item or 

object of similar use
          o low-density - having low relative density or specific gravity
      attribute: weight - the vertical force exerted by a mass as a result of 

gravity
    * (used of color) having a relatively small amount of coloring agent
      Synonyms: light-colored
      similar:
          o pale - very light colored; highly diluted with white
          o palish - slightly pale
          o pastel - delicate and pale in color
          o powdery - as if dulled in color with a sprinkling of powder
      attribute: value - relative darkness or lightness of a color
      also: white - being of the achromatic color of maximum lightness; having 

little or no hue owing to reflection of almost all incident light
    * Of the military or industry
      Using (or being) relatively small or light arms or equipment
      similar: light-armed, lightly-armed - armed with light weapons
    * Not great in degree or quantity or number
    * Psychologically light
      Especially free from sadness or troubles
      similar: casual, fooling - characterized by a feeling of irresponsibility
    * Characterized by or emitting light
      similar:
          o ablaze, inflamed, reddened - lighted with red light as if with flames
          o autofluorescent - emitting light via self-induced fluorescence
          o bioluminescent - (of living organisms) emitting light

          o bright - having lots of light either natural or artificial
          o candent, incandescent - emitting light as a result of being heated
          o candescent - glowing from great heat
          o floodlighted, floodlit - illuminated by means of floodlights
          o fluorescent - emitting light during exposure to radiation from an 

external source
          o illuminated, lighted, lit, well-lighted - provided with artificial light
          o lamplit - lighted by a lamp
          o lighting-up - turning lights on
          o livid - (of a light) imparting a deathlike luminosity
          o luminescent - emitting light not caused by heat
          o phosphorescent - emitting light without appreciable heat as by slow 

oxidation of phosphorous
          o sunlit, sunstruck - lighted by sunlight
          o white - of summer nights in northern latitudes where the sun barely 

sets
      attribute: light, lightness - the visual effect of illumination on objects or 

scenes as created in pictures
    * Of little intensity or power or force
      similar: easy, gentle, soft - having little impact
    * (physics, chemistry) not having atomic weight greater than average
      domain category: chemical science, chemistry - the science of matter; 

the branch of the natural sciences dealing with the composition of 
substances and their properties and reactions

Adverb
    * With few burdens
      Synonyms: lightly

Adjective
    * (used of vowels or syllables) pronounced with little or no stress
      Synonyms: unaccented, weak
      similar: unstressed - not bearing a stress or accent
    * Easily assimilated in the alimentary canal
      Not rich or heavily seasoned
      similar: digestible - capable of being converted into assimilable condition 

in the alimentary canal
    * (used of soil) loose and large-grained in consistency
      similar: loose - not compact or dense in structure or arrangement
    * (of sound or color) free from anything that dulls or dims
      Synonyms: clean, clear, unclouded
      similar: pure - free of extraneous elements of any kind
    * Moving easily and quickly
      Nimble
      Synonyms: lightsome, tripping
      similar: light-footed - (of movement) having a light and springy step
    * Demanding little effort
      Not burdensome
      similar: undemanding - requiring little if any patience or effort or skill
    * Weak and likely to lose consciousness
      Synonyms: faint, light-headed, lightheaded, swooning
      similar: ill, sick - affected by an impairment of normal physical or mental 

function
    * Very thin and insubstantial
      similar: thin - of relatively small extent from one surface to the opposite 

or in cross section
    * Marked by temperance in indulgence
      Synonyms: abstemious
      similar: temperate - not extreme in behavior
    * Less than the correct or legal or full amount often deliberately so
      Synonyms: scant, short
      similar: deficient, insufficient - of a quantity not able to fulfill a need or 

requirement
    * Having little importance
      similar: insignificant, unimportant - devoid of importance, meaning, or 

force
    * Intended primarily as entertainment
      Not serious or profound
      similar: frivolous - not serious in content or attitude or behavior
    * Silly or trivial
      Synonyms: idle
      similar: frivolous - not serious in content or attitude or behavior
    * Designed for ease of movement or to carry little weight
      similar: light-duty - not designed for heavy work
    * Having relatively few calories
      Synonyms: calorie-free, lite, low-cal
      similar: fat-free, fatless, nonfat - without fat or fat solids
    * (of sl* Casual and un

I came across a great website that listed the 
top most ambiguous words in the English 
Language there was over 50, but the top few 
were:

    * break
    * cut
    * run
    * play
    * make
    * light
    * set
    * hold
    * clear
    * give

I picked out Light to look at further and 
was amazed at the quantity of text that was 
needed to explain the word and all its vari-
ous meanings and uses [right]. I decided to 
continue with the word light - from the top 10 
it was the most tangible word.
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Word List

Light 

Lights 

Lighly 

Lighter 

Lighting 

Lightness 

Lighten 

Lightful 

Lightfully 

Lighthouse 

Lightweight 

Lightening 

Lightsome 

Lightens 

Lightish 

 

Light‐year 

Light‐duty 

Light‐coloured 

Light‐armed 

Light‐footed 

Light‐headed 

Light‐emitting 

Light‐hearted 

Light‐fingered 

Lightly‐armed 

Lighting‐up 

Lighter‐than‐air 

 

Light beam 

Light waves 

Light pressure 

Light touch 

Light sleeper 

Light upon 

Light sleeper 

Light spectrum  

Lights out 

Lighen up 

Lightened up 

Light as a feather 

Alight 

Daylight 

Sunlight 

Moonlight 

Starlight 

Torchlight 

Twilight 

Floodlight 

Spotlight 

Headlight 

Jacklight 

Sidelight 

Highlight 

Lowlight 

Stoplight 

Searchlight 

 

Floodlighted 

 

Houselights 

 

 

Half‐light 

Night‐light 

 

 

Bright light 

Dull light 

Feel light 

White light 

Coloured light 

Visible light 

Lamp light 

Anchor light 

Riding light 

Panel light 

Room light 

Running light 

Theater light 

Inner light 

Traffic light 

Green light 

Leading light 

Infrared light 

Ultraviolet light 

Electric light 

Better  

Cigarette lighter 

Pocket lighter 

 

Ray of light 

Shaft of light 

Column of light 

Speed of light 

Beam of light 

Circles of light 

Spot of light 

Flash of light 

 

By the light of 

Strike a light 

Come to light 

Bring something to light 

See the light 

Turn out the lights 

I started compiling 
my own list of words 
and phrases that 
contain/used just the 
word light itself in 
some way [right].

There was an option 
of adding prefixes 
and suffixes directly; 
adding a separate 
word in front or 
behind; or creating a 
whole phrase with a 
selection of words.

Intention

I wanted to:

experiment with showing how the 
addition of one, two or a few differ-
ent combinations of letters to the 
front or end of a stem word could 
and would change the meaning of 
that stem word.

Sometimes it only changed a little, for example:

light & lights - means it become plural 

Other times dramatically:

light & flight - two very different words and meanings

I was keen to see what I can come up with to play around and present 
this adding on idea:

 Light |  Lights | Slight | Slightly | Slighted | Slightest…. etc 

A format to contain, support and explain this idea would be a suitable 
outcome, something with layers and overlapping, starting simple and 
building up. 
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Test 1

Firstly I took all the words from my list where 
additional words came only before or after 
the word light (green light & light coloured) 
and not both sides. 

This meant I could produce a book where the 
outer pages were wider and contained only 
the word ‘light’ and the content was on nar-
rower pages where the words, when pages 
were turned, would line up accordingly to 
complete the line.

I was working in black & white and I tried it 
with a simple bold sans serif font, Myriad Pro, 
Semi Bold, 36pt, a little stark perhaps but it 
had a sense of authority yet simplicity so  it 
didn’t interfere too much.
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Test 2

The second was created with the phrases 
where the word ‘light’ was in the centre and 
letters were added to both sides.

It meant a hole was cut in the centre of each 
page allowing the stem word ‘light’ (which 
was printed on the outer inside covers) to be 
visible throughout.

I’d added some definitions to the bottoms 
of some pages since I found the phrases to 
be the most obscure at times, like GO LIGHT 
ON, TO LIGHT OUT, and they might not be 
understood by everyone. It meant it became a 
bit like a learning tool, or educational booklet 
that could be used for students learning 
English perhaps.  
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Test 3

The third was on a slightly different track. I created a middle open-
ing book with 2 spines. Words were placed on either side and when 
opened and turned the pages simultaneously (or even out of turn) 
produced a juxtaposition of words that sometimes worked/matched 
and made sense; other times it ended up being two nonsense words 
together that had no obvious or immediate connection side by side. 

This flow on the right shows a section of the 
book when one page is turned each time, you 
see a connection, they all seem to work here 
expect for the last one, GREEN FEEL.

I find these unexpected combinations 
interesting, how come some words can fit 
together and others can’t or look wrong if 
they do? 
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Feedback

It was suggested that I find a way to combine 
all the elements together rather than as 
separate books - I started creating, organising 
and editing a longer list of words that would 
go in the final book [right].

It was also suggested I reconsider the font 
choice, find something a little softer and 
more inviting, friendly feeling rather than 
stark with no personality. I moved away from 
sans serif to more traditional serif fonts [right 
middle and bottom].

The intention was approved, a book to show 
the complexity and absurdity of language was 
enough - rather than a dictionary that con-
tained all the words this was a book all about 
one word only!

Combining Elements

I created a new book where all the words, 
single multiple and phrases were all together. 
It resembled a flick book, long, and thin [left]
in horizontal form that accommodated the 
text appropriately. 

I chose a slightly more delicate typeface this 
time, ITC Century Light Condensed at 50pt. Saving 
space with grace.

The paper choice in the end was much too 
thin for the double sided printing since you 
could see the text through the page [below].
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Further Feedback Light

One consistent piece of feedback but the one I had the most prob-
lems with was the suggestion to include physical light as part of the 
final design somehow. 

I should apply a process to the words or object - could be used to 
‘light’ the pages, or something a little more abstract like using light 
e.g. Fluorescent tubing or a torch to spell the letters and words out 
themselves - would have become more of an installation piece - 
maybe dependent on location and the outcome would likely to be 
more photographic. Or use light and the ability to play with layering, 
revealing and hiding to create words and show my intention, like 
Michael Beirut’s Poster [far top right]. 

Top: Light Years poster by Michael Beirut, 
wonderfully simple yet complex, perfect.

Right: Writing with light - done in the attic 
(darkest space I could find)

Left: a great flick book and ‘light’

Far left: Martin Firrell’s light projections.
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Development Making the Light Circuit

In the end I decided to have the light in the 
back cover and glowing from behind, it would 
light up the hole cut through the book, there 
would be no word ‘light’ just the real thing 
there shining up at you itself to keep remind-
ing you of the word it represents [below left]

Managed to get handyman dad to help [left],  
slightly risky but we got there after a few 
hours of fiddling around with pliers, knives, 
foil, wires, batteries, tape...

We combined the two components together; 
the thin batteries & plastic casing with the 
circuit board from the cupboard light. Found 
out the ‘switch’ was a magnet which inter-
fered and cut with the circuit. 
Looking rather bombesque! [below].

Now I just had to find a way to make it...
I’d need batteries, bulb, wire, some sort of switch mechanism to turn 
it on and off - basically a mini light box, but really really thin, the thin-
ner the better, I wanted it to appear like a book still.

Managed to find some bits and bobs from odd shops I thought could 
be worked on to make the circuit I desired [below]. consisted of 2 thin 
card sized lights and one automatic on cupboard light - had a switch 
aspect which was what I was worried of finding.

It was pretty much 
exactly what I 
wanted, I was so 
hopeful but there 
were so many limita-
tions to work within 
due to this, that was 
a concern.

Below left: Light off.

Below right: Lights 
up when magnet is 
moved away.
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A-Z of light

alight
alighted
alighting
alightment
alightments
alights
backlight
backlighted
backlighting
backlights
blight
blighted
blighter
blighters
blighties
blighting
blights
blighty
candlelight
candlelighted
candlelighter
candlelighters
candlelights
daylight
daylighted
daylighting
daylightings
daylights
deadlight

deadlights
delight
delighted
delightedly
delightedness
delightednesses
delighter
delighters
delightful
delightfully
delightfulness
delightfulnesses
delighting
delights
delightsome
droplight
droplights
earthlight
earthlights
enlighten
enlightened
enlightening
enlightenment
enlightenments
enlightens
fanlight
fanlights
featherlight
firelight
firelights
flashlight
flashlights
flight
flighted
flightier
flightiest
flightily

flightiness
flightinesses
flighting
flightless
flights
flighty
floodlight
floodlighted
floodlighting
floodlights
footlights
gaslight
gaslights
headlight
headlights
highlight
highlighted
highlighter
highlighters
highlighting
highlights
houselights
inflight
jacklight
jacklights
lamplight
lamplighter
lamplighters
lamplights
light
lightbulb
lightbulbs
lighted
lighten
lightened
lightener
lighteners

lightening
lightens
lighter
lighterage
lighterages
lightered
lightering
lighters
lightest
lightface
lightfaced
lightfaces
lightfast
lightfastness
lightfastnesses
lightful
lightheaded
lighthearted
lightheartedly
lightheartedness
lightheartednesses
lighthouse
lighthouses
lighting
lightings
lightish
lightless
lightly
lightness
lightnesses
lightning
lightninged
lightnings
lightplane
lightplanes
lightproof
lights

lightship
lightships
lightsome
lightsomely
lightsomeness
lightsomenesses
lighttight
lightweight
lightweights
lightwood
lightwoods
limelight
limelighted
limelighting
limelights
lowlight
lowlights
mislight
mislighted
mislighting
mislights
moonlight
moonlighted
moonlighter
moonlighters
moonlighting
moonlights
overflight
overflights
overlight
overlighted
overlighting
overlights
penlight
penlights
plight
plighted

plighter
plighters
plighting
plights
postflight
preflight
relight
relighted
relighting
relights
rushlight
rushlights
safelight
safelights
searchlight
searchlights
sidelight
sidelights
skylight
skylighted
skylights
slight
slighted
slighter
slightest
slighting
slightingly
slightly
slightness
slightnesses
slights
spaceflight
spaceflights
spotlight
spotlighted
spotlighting
spotlights

starlight
starlights
stoplight
stoplights
streetlight
streetlights
sunlight
sunlights
superlight
taillight
taillights
topflight
torchlight
torchlights
trothplight
trothplighted
trothplighting
trothplights
twilight
twilights
ultralight
ultralights
ultralightweight
unenlightened
unenlightening
uplight
uplighted
uplighting
uplights

I came across a very useful site which is used 
mainly for help with crosswords but it allows 
you to search for words in many different 
ways - the most useful to me was ‘all the 
words that contained the word ‘light’’. Below 
is the full list arranged alphabetically.

Whole Words

Below is an edited list. I removed all the plurals and all the past 
tenses, I thought they just confused matters too much and made it 
seem like there was more than there really was - the meaning didn’t 
change just the time it was happening in. Below iis that list arranged 
in word length and alphabetically, I also added the phrases I had previ-
ously come across = a total of 137.

Editing
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Paperwork Binding

I had difficulty finding the paper I wanted 
(glossy, white, and as thick as possible) and 
that would also take the ink [left] there were 
many a failures. In the end I went for Laser 
Gloss 170gsm printer paper. 

Below: Each hole had to be cut out care-
fully by hand. The final font chosen was ITC 
Century BT, Bold Condensed, at 55pt and -20 
tracking - this ensured the longer phrases fit-
ted on the length while the ones with only one 
letter on the page didn’t appear too small.

I also designed a covering page - I didn’t want 
to include the actual word ‘light’ in the book. 
Instead I used a collection of words that have 
meant light in the past in English or other 
ancient and current European languages - to 
symbolise the changing and developing 
nature of words and language. 

I was taken by screw binding, a technique 
that you see for sample books [right]. I 
thought it would be perfect for holding all the 
pages together. Binding needed to be sturdy 
and withstand a lot of use - I couldn’t see glue 
binding holding it securely for long. 

The final book would also have the feel of a 
sample book, the idea that each page of the 
‘light book’ was a different sample showing 
a different use of the word light; and you can 
pick out the one that you want.

Right: Each page was 
hole punched twice 
and then placed on the 
screw ends.

Below: the screws 
were also threaded 
through a piece of 
board to hold them, 
this would then be 
attached to the back 
cover box case.
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Diffusing

I needed a way to diffuse the light - the LEDs 
resulted in 2 round ‘eyes’ shining through 
[right] which I thought should be avoided. 

I layered up thick tracing paper [below] but 
the main thing that worked was distancing 
the light source [bottom right] but I didn’t 
want the back cover to get too thick. I’d just 
layer up as many layers as necessary

Placement

Another decision to make was the overall size 
of the final book object. It was definitely going 
to be landscape but how was the cover to 
open? [left].

The magnet needed to be placed as below 
and the two LED lights in the centre of the cut 
hole, and the rest of the design fell in place 
around these aspects.
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Making the Box Base

Top: Board base and balsa wood sides were 
cut and stuck. Light and magnet in place.

Middle: board to go on top cut, hole cut for 
the light to shine through.

Bottom: I added some mirror paper in the 
hope that it would help reflect the light; I 
placed magnets on the inside to make sure 
the outer magnet would connect and stay 
closed shut securely.

Covering

Covered in stiff black 
shiny book cloth to 
help withstand wear 
and tear - was a very 
tricky object to cover 
since the screws 
went through the 
board which needed 
covering with cloth 
first, then glued to the 
book and then glued 
around the rest of the 
book...! 
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Final Outcome
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Endnotes

This being the first self initiated project it was a little daunting. I had  
often done little projects, drawings or paintings at home of my own 
accord but this project needed to be substantial and strong enough to 
stand up to the set briefs. 

I started with something I had an interest in which helped the pro-
cess, I was happy to look, learn and discover as it was expanding my 
knowledge on the topic and deepening my interest in the marvellous 
world of words.

It was hard to proceed and push yourself when you had no set goal 
posts as you would in a set brief - they often changed depending on 
the journey and developments that occurred.

I am pleased with the outcome, it is what I wanted to achieve, I wasn’t 
sure I was going to manage it technically but I did.

For further physical and practical documentation 
of my workings please see the corresponding A4 

folder also inclosed in this box and for the full scale 
posters see the large carry folder. 

To find out more please visit and read my blog at: 
isabellerina.wordpress.com


